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Sensor-Driven Area Coverage for an Autonomous
Fixed-Wing Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
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Abstract—Area coverage with an onboard sensor is an im-
portant task for an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) with many
applications. Autonomous fixed-wing UAVs are more appropriate
for larger scale area surveying since they can cover ground more
quickly. However, their non-holonomic dynamics and susceptibil-
ity to disturbances make sensor coverage a challenging task. Most
previous approaches to area coverage planning are offline and
assume that the UAV can follow the planned trajectory exactly.
In this paper, this restriction is removed as the aircraft maintains
a coverage map based on its actual pose trajectory and makes
control decisions based on that map. The aircraft is able to plan
paths in situ based on sensor data and an accurate model of the
on-board camera used for coverage. An information theoretic
approach is used that selects desired headings that maximize the
expected information gain over the coverage map. In addition,
the branch entropy concept previously developed for autonomous
underwater vehicles is extended to UAVs and ensures that the
vehicle is able to achieve its global coverage mission. The coverage
map over the workspace uses the projective camera model and
compares the expected area of the target on the ground and the
actual area covered on the ground by each pixel in the image.
The camera is mounted on a two-axis gimbal and can either
be stabilized or optimized for maximal coverage. Hardware-in-
the-loop simulation results and real hardware implementation
on a fixed-wing UAV show the effectiveness of the approach. By
including the already developed automatic takeoff and landing
capabilities, we now have a fully automated and robust platform
for performing aerial imagery surveys.

Index Terms—Coverage path planning, hardware-in-the-loop,
information theory, unmanned aerial vehicles.

I. Introduction

THERE IS an increasing demand for surveillance and
map building using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

Not only do UAVs make dangerous tasks safer for humans,
they often cost less to operate. Many applications require
the UAV to cover an area of terrain. Examples include law
enforcement, disaster management, defense, natural resource
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conservation, search and rescue, fire management, information
services, agriculture and aerial photography.

Complete autonomy is the next phase of development for
these UAV systems. This is particularly valuable when the
mission is either dull, dirty, or dangerous. With the benefit
of full autonomy comes the requirement for increasingly
sophisticated control techniques. One challenge is to develop
reliable path planning algorithms that help UAVs achieve
complex mission objectives without any human intervention.
The restrictions on the path planning module are usually
severe since it is operating within a larger system with limited
resources onboard a small airborne vehicle. For example, the
path planning algorithm must be able to plan one or more safe
paths of specified length that achieve the objective in real-
time based on acquired sensor data without hogging system
resources such as CPU cycles or memory.

The majority of area coverage path planning research has
been done for ground vehicles. Many of these algorithms use
the presence of obstacles to generate a cell decomposition
(e.g., the Boustrophedon cellular decomposition [1]). However,
it is normally assumed that prior knowledge of the environ-
ment is perfect, and plans are made completely offline without
the ability to adjust if problems are encountered. In addition,
coverage algorithms that are implemented using predefined
waypoints or tracks, such as in [2], lack the ability to optimize
the coverage based on the actual trajectory of the vehicle rather
than the preplanned path.

The sensor-driven approach proposed here plans paths on-
line based on sensor data gathered from the field. Coverage
with the payload camera is based on a target detection model
using the standard projective camera model geometry and the
actual UAV pose. As such, the vehicle can accurately model
which areas have already been covered and make control
decisions in situ. This is achieved within an information
theoretic framework that selects control actions that will
maximize the expected information gain. However, to avoid
the normal exponential horizon scalability problem (e.g., [3])
that occurs when information gain is formulated directly over
control plane values, optimizations are done over the outer
loop heading reference leaving the inner loop heading tracking
controllers untouched. The downside to such an approach is
that there is a lag between desired heading and actual heading
that corresponds to the settling time of the heading tracking
control. To compensate for this, the gimbal angles of the cam-
era are also optimized at a higher frequency. Since maximizing
information gain is a greedy approach, a method presented by
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Fig. 1. University of New Brunswick collaboration based robotics and
automation (COBRA) group fixed-wing powered glider with a 2.4 meter wing
span that was used for experimental validation of the proposed area coverage
algorithm (photo courtesy Yvon Thibault).

the authors in [4] for autonomous underwater vehicles called
branch entropy is used, showing that the generic approach is
applicable to different autonomous platforms.

To summarize, the benefits of the proposed approach are
the following.

1) Detailed knowledge of the workspace is not required a
priori.

2) The coverage map is maintained and paths are planned
based on the actual UAV trajectory rather than assuming
that the vehicle exactly follows a preplanned path.

3) Paths are planned on-the-fly so that the UAV is able
to complete its mission regardless of unexpected distur-
bances.

4) The planner converges to complete coverage.

The proposed method has been tested using a hardware-in-
the-loop simulation and experimental validation on a fixed-
wing UAV shown in Fig. 1.

The following section will provide some background and a
more detailed literature review. Section III describes how the
coverage map is maintained during flight. Section IV details
the proposed approach for generating the heading reference
values. Section V describes how the camera angles are opti-
mized. Section VI will describe the setup used for simulations
and field trials. Section VII will provide the results. A short
discussion is given in Section VIII and finally, the conclusion
is given in Section IX.

II. Background of Research

In path planning, the configuration space, C, is the space of
all possible robot configurations and has the same dimension
as the number of degrees of freedom of the platform. Let
the free configuration space, Cfree ⊆ C, be the subset of all
possible configurations for which there is no contact between
the robot and any obstacle [5].

We can then define the navigation task of path planning
as finding a curve in the free configuration space, Cfree that
connects a start configuration, q = qi to a goal location, q = qg.

More specifically, as described in [6], the path can be ex-
pressed as a curve τ : [0, 1] → Cfree with τ(0) = qi and
τ(1) = qg.

Algorithms abound in the literature for solving this problem
with different design considerations, such as complete ver-
sus incomplete knowledge of the environment, deterministic
versus stochastic estimation of robot pose and many others
[7]. Popular methods include bug algorithms, roadmap-based
methods, potential fields, cell decomposition methods, and
sampling-based methods [5]. Many of these methods provide
a framework for generating a graph or tree which can then
be searched using any classical search algorithm, such A*,
D*, Dijkstra’s algorithm, as well as advanced biologically-
inspired search techniques such as particle swarm optimization
and genetic algorithms.

A. Coverage Path Planning

Coverage path planning (CPP) is related to the classical
start-to-goal path planning objective with notable differences.
Consider a mobile robot with an onboard sensor with some
2-D swath Z. A trajectory through the workspace W will result
in a set of N sensor readings: {Z1, Z2, ..., ZK}. The goal of
CPP is to generate a path through the workspace such that

K⋃
k=1

Zk ⊇ W (1)

meaning that at some point the sensor swath has passed over
every point in the workspace. If the path can be broken
down into a series of waypoints, then the problem can be
decomposed into several start-to-goal path planning problems.
However, treating the problem in this context can be problem-
atic because the coverage obtained depends not only on the
waypoints, but also on the trajectories between the waypoints.

In the 2001 survey paper [8], Choset states that CPP
algorithms can be classified as either based on heuristics or
on cell decomposition.

Heuristic methods usually define a set of behaviors or rules
that should be followed. For example, in [9], a heuristic
method is developed that combines three types of behaviors:
inward spiral, shifting spiral, and greedy. In [10], three in-
dependent behaviors are defined: spiral path tracking, wall
following and virtual wall following.

In cell decomposition, the workspace is subdivided into
smaller areas. A simple method of covering each cell is spec-
ified and then once every cell has been covered, the mission
is guaranteed to be complete. Within the cell decomposition
methods, essential considerations are how to generate the
cells and what shape they should be. The Boustophedeon
cell decomposition is first introduced in [1] and is based
on determining critical points in the workspace where the
connectivity of a slice of free space changes. This is expanded
in [11] and [12] to include a method in which critical points
can be detected online. This decomposition is referred to
as a Morse decomposition. The connectivity of the cells is
represented by the Reeb graph. In [13], the algorithm is
extended to apply to a robot whose sensor footprint is larger
than the platform footprint. In this approach, two heuristics
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are combined: one for coverage of wide open spaces based on
a Boustrophedon search, and one for constricted areas which
is based on the generalized Voronoi diagram.

A popular cell decomposition method for solving the cov-
erage problem is the spanning tree coverage algorithm [14].
The workspace is decomposed into cells equal in size to the
sensor footprint and then a Hamiltonian cycle is determined
which visits each cell exactly once. The main drawback of this
method is that the path generated contains many sharp turns
which violate the dynamic constraints of any non-holonomic
platform.

More recently, a trapezoidal cell decomposition was pro-
posed for an agricultural application [15]. In this approach
a split-merge on the cells was used to reduce the search
space. Another coverage algorithm for farming applications
was presented in [16]. In this case, paths are optimized based
on the topology of the terrain.

Also of interest is the work presented in [2], as it is one
of the few area coverage algorithms designed for UAVs. Here
an exact cell decomposition is used and individual cells are
covered with back and forth motions. The focus here is on
finding the minimum width of the polygonal workspace and
being able to efficiently decompose a concave polygon into
many convex polygons.

The only known experimental implementation of fixed-wing
area coverage algorithm is presented in [17]. In their imple-
mentation, tracks are preplanned based on the Boustrophedon
approach. In order to avoid missed coverage caused by the
dynamics of the aircraft, a curlicue motion is executed at the
start of each track so that the aircraft is properly aligned at
the start of the track. They are able to achieve 95% coverage
with the greedy planner and 99% coverage by including the
curlicue motions.

An important aspect of any coverage planner is whether
paths are planned online or offline. An offline planner assumes
that perfect prior knowledge of the workspace exists. Online
planners are required if it is desired for the agent to be able
to adapt to the environment. If the planner uses real-time
sensor data then the approach is said to be sensor-driven
[15]. The categorization of CPP algorithms from [8] still
applies to offline planning schemes, but some new sensor-
driven approaches cannot fit into these categories.

Algorithms can also be evaluated based on whether they
are provably complete. However, as is noted in [1], the term
complete is used in the motion planning sense, not in the
operating research field sense. Indeed it is acknowledged that
while a plan might achieve provable coverage there is no
guarantee of actual area coverage if there is incomplete or
incorrect information about the workspace being searched or
if the vehicle deviates from the preplanned path. The algorithm
presented here is probabilistically complete, meaning that
it converges toward complete coverage, and is capable of
adapting to incorrect, missing, or non-existent information
about the workspace and to unexpected disturbances to the
aircraft.

This, and our previous work [4] on autonomous underwater
vehicle seabed coverage, extend the coverage path planning
problem to account for variable coverage sensor performance

that is dependent on the environment and account for devia-
tions from the preplanned path due to disturbances or other
factors.

B. UAV Path Planning

One of the most challenging problems for developing au-
tonomy in aerial vehicles is path planning. Since UAVs have
limited sensing range and endurance, the time spent surveying
specific areas needs to be optimized. Research results on path
planning for ground vehicles and robot manipulators are well
documented. However, these routes may not be flyable or
maneuverable because they do not meet the kinematic and
dynamic constraints of the UAV [18]. Existing path planners
for UAVs produce a list of nodes that are connected by
straight lines, which are eventually connected to the start and
finish points. Navigable trajectories are often computed from
the high level paths using Dubins curves [19]. For example,
the algorithm in [20] investigates using Dubins curves to
design paths to view partially occluded targets and solving
the travelling salesman problem with a Dubins vehicle is rigor-
ously treated in [21]. However, decoupling waypoint planning
and trajectory generation can be problematic from a sensor
coverage standpoint. In this paper, this problem is partially
overcome by optimizing the gimbal angles of the onboard
camera for increased coverage, similar to the approach in [22]
for target acquisition.

Other fixed-wing UAV path planning applications published
in the literature include following coastlines [23], target local-
ization [3], and energy conservation for solar powered vehicles
[24], among many others.

1) Information Theoretic Approaches to UAV Planning:
Information theory, originally introduced in [25], is a useful
way of quantifying the uncertainty of a random variable.
In the realm of UAV path planning, these concepts can be
applied in a number of different ways. For example, one of
the most common applications is to localize ground targets
from the air by minimizing their position uncertainty (or
maximizing information). The approach is based on optimal
sensor placement theory developed in [26]. UAV paths are
planned to provide optimal position estimation of a fixed or
moving target. For example, in [27] a target is localized using
a team of quadrotors. The state of the target is estimated
using a particle filter, and a formulation for evaluating the
entropy of a particle set is introduced. A similar approach
for a fixed-wing UAV using particle filters and information
gain is presented in [28]. In [29], multiple UAVs cooperatively
perform exploration and gather information about objects of
interest. An optimization of vehicle heading is performed to
minimize mission time using the Shannon channel capacity
equation to quantify information.

Perhaps the most closely related research to our own is [3].
In this approach, fixed-wing UAVs are used to localize a target
where the utility of actions is formulated as information gain
or probability of detection (PoD). In this case the search is
planned over the set of possible trajectories and it is assumed
that the relationship between control inputs and outputs is
perfect and deterministic. This assumption assumes that once
the search over a finite horizon is complete, the UAV is able
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to exactly follow the optimal trajectory. A similar approach
is presented in [30] where the complexity of information
theoretic planning over a fixed control horizon is also noted.
Also very closely related is [31] where an optimization is
performed over vehicle headings to minimize the probability
of misclassification of a target as an alternative to an informa-
tion gain objective function. The problem of classification of
objects of interest at known locations is related to the coverage
problem studied here. For example, a similar possible solution
is presented in [32], where Shannon information is used to plan
paths. In this paper, we make no assumption about a priori
knowledge of the locations of objects of interest and instead
wish to cover an entire area. The relationship between these
two problems is akin to the difference between the traveling
salesman problem and Chinese postman problem [33]. The
problem of optimal planning of angles of viewing, or looks of
rectangular objects at known location but unknown orientation
is investigated in [34].

A further related application of information theory is for
adaptive exploration. Again, originally developed for ground
robotics [35] and more recently used for planetary exploration
[36], the problem can be posed through the use of information
as an optimal control problem [37]. For example, in [38], an
algorithm using information is presented to define optimal
paths for a UAV to navigate through a region and obtain
information about objects of interest. Exploration and coverage
of an unknown environment are closely related [39]. However,
as noted in [40], a pure information gain solution to the
exploration task results in a greedy solution, and therefore
suffers from reduced performance in the case that the mission
objective is complete coverage.

In our approach, we use information for complete coverage
where paths are planned that minimize the uncertainty of
binary coverage map variables. The optimization takes place
over the outer loop control heading reference value to steer
the UAV around the workspace. The coverage map over
the environment is maintained as the vehicle traverses the
workspace and then information gain is quantified based on
this up-to-date map. In addition, actions that support the
global objective represented by the branch entropy behavior
are traded off against the greedy short term coverage which is
quantified through the information gain.

III. Maintaining the Coverage Map

The approach presented here differs from most coverage
planning methods in that paths for coverage are generated
based on a coverage map that is actively maintained as the
vehicle traverses the workspace. This allows paths to be
generated online and can result in path planning methods that
are adaptive to sensor data gathered in situ.

A. Problem Formulation

Decompose the workspace to be covered, W , into a grid of
N small cells ci, at locations [xci , yci ]T , i = 1..N. The size of
the cells is sufficiently small that the coverage over the cell
can be treated as uniform.

Fig. 2. Bayesian network representation of the target detection event.

Define the random variable (RV) Mi ∈ {target, target} to
represent the actual presence of a target in cell ci, i = 1..N

of the discretized workspace. Then, define the RV M̃i
t ∈

{target, target} to represent the target detection event at ci at
time t. There are four possible scenarios for each cell.

1) M̃i
t = target and Mi = target : target detected.

2) M̃i
t = target and Mi = target : false alarm.

3) M̃i
t = target and Mi = target : missed target.

4) M̃i
t = target and Mi = target : no target detected.

Finally, we define a third binary RV T i
t ∈ {0, 1} that

represents whether cell ci will be correctly classified as either
containing a target or not

p(T i
t = 1) = p(target detected) + p(no target detected)

= p(M̃i
t = target, Mi = target)

+p(M̃i
t = target, Mi = target)

p(T i
t = 0) = p(false alarm) + p(missed target)

= p(M̃i
t = target, Mi = target)

+p(M̃i
t = target, Mi = target). (2)

Based on the formulation (2), this data collection problem
has been framed as a sensor coverage problem where our
objective is now to maximize the values of p(T i

t = 1) � p(T i
t )

over the entire workspace. The collection of RVs T i
t , i = 1..N

is referred to as the coverage map.
The target detection event can be described by the Bayes’

network (BN) model shown in Fig. 2, similar to [4] and [41].
Environmental factors, E, could include lighting conditions.
Vehicle factors, V , include orientation of the airframe as well
as altitude and velocity. Also note that the gimbal angles of
the camera will be included in the vehicle factors. Camera pa-
rameters, S, are prespecified or calibrated parameters inherent
to the physical camera sensor. Target parameters, F , include
size and possibly color of the targets, which are assumed to be
known at least approximately known prior to mission launch.

From the BN

p(M̃i
t , Et, Vt, St, Ft, M

i)

= p(M̃i
t |Et, Vt, Ft, St)p(Ft|Mi

t )p(Et)p(Vt)p(St)p(Mi). (3)

Based on the coverage map formulation, we can treat Mi

as given and reformulate (3) in terms of T i
t

p (T i
t , Et, Vt, St, Ft) =

p(T i
t |Et, Vt, Ft, St)p(Ft)p(Et)p(Vt)p(St). (4)
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If we define the set of parameters and factors at time t to
be Zt � {Et, Vt, St, Ft}, then (4) can be further reduced to

p(T i
t , Zt) = p(T i

t |Zt)p(Zt) (5)

and the final probability of detection p(T i
t ) can be calculated

by marginalizing Zt out of the joint probability

p(T i
t ) =

∫
p(T i

t , Zt)dZt = EZt
[p(T i

t |Zt)] (6)

where EZt
denotes the expectation over the variable Zt . The

distribution p(T i
t |Zk) represents the probability that, given a set

of parameters and factors, we will correctly classify location
ci as either containing a target or not.

B. Projective Camera Model

The ideal projective camera model is used to obtain a 3-D
vector in the camera frame for each point on the image plane
(Fig. 3). A measurement z = (u, v) is the projection of a target
at position1 pC =

[
xC yC zC

]T
in the camera frame, onto

the image plane [42], [43]⎡
⎣ u

v

1

⎤
⎦ = K

⎡
⎣ xC/zC

yC/zC

1

⎤
⎦ (7)

where xC/zC and yC/zC are the camera frame target coor-
dinates normalized by the target’s range and K is the 3 × 3
camera intrinsic calibration matrix. The measurement model
can be obtained by inversion of (7) followed by coordinate
transformation, scaling and translation:

p̄I =

⎡
⎣ xI/zC

yI/zC

zI/zC

⎤
⎦ = RC→I (αaz, αel, φ, θ, ψ) K−1

⎡
⎣ u

v

1

⎤
⎦ (8)

where RC→I (αaz, αel, φ, θ, ψ) transforms coordinates from the
camera frame to the navigation frame based on the aircraft’s
roll φ, pitch θ, yaw ψ and the gimbal’s elevation αel and
azimuth αaz angles. Using the flat world assumption, the
target’s range can be approximated by

ẑC =

[
0 0 1

]
rI[

0 0 1
]

p̄I
(9)

where rI is the translation vector between the navigation frame
and the aircraft’s body frame. Finally, the measurement model
is given by

[
x̂I

ŷI

]
= h (u, v) =

[
ẑC 0 0
0 ẑC 0

]
p̄I +

[
1 0 0
0 1 0

]
rI .

(10)

1The superscript notation is used to denote the frame in which the variable
is represented. For instance, VC denotes that V is represented in the camera
frame and VI denotes that V is represented in the navigation frame.

Fig. 3. Projective Camera Model. The camera frame is defined by the three
unit vectors

[
Xc Yc Zc

]
. The image pixel frame is defined by the

three unit vectors
[

U V Zc

]
parallel to the (Xc, Yc) plane at the focal

length f along the vector Zc.

C. Target Detection Model

The target detection model is built on the projective camera
model and is similar in concept to the Johnson model used
in [31]. Based on how our target recognition system is auto-
matically detecting targets, we can determine the PoD values
p(T i

t ) as a function of all of the parameters in the BN.
Target recognition is done through simple blob detection

based on thresholding in the hue-saturation-value (HSV) col-
orspace. It is well known that the HSV image representation is
more robust to illumination changes since color is completely
represented by only one channel, the hue.

In general, the image will be corrupted by noise. As a result,
there is a non-zero probability that any pixel will be inside the
threshold, denoted pfalse. For example, if the hue channel is
represented with eight bits then the hue, h takes on a value
between 0 and 255. Define the lower and upper thresholds on
the hue for target detection to be hl and hh, respectively.2 In
that case the probability of having a pixel falsely detected can
be roughly estimated as

pfalse =
hh − hl

256
. (11)

However, if a target is characterized by a blob of pixels
that all pass the threshold, the probability of falsely detecting
a target increases with the number of pixels in the blob, n,
according to (pfalse)n which rapidly decays to 0 as n increases.
Conversely, the probability that the target detection event is
accurate, which is the same as the PoD, at location ci resulting
from measurement Zt is given by

p(T i
t |Zt) = 1 − (pfalse)

n. (12)

The number of pixels in the target blob is directly related
to the viewable area of the target on the ground plane, and
inversely related to the area on the ground plane covered by
each pixel

n =
viewable area of target on ground

area covered by individual pixel on ground
� At

Ap

.

(13)

2Note that in some cases it is necessary to have two sets of thresholds to
determine red colors, which are represented by a hue of 0.
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Fig. 4. General non-convex quadrilateral.

The viewable area of the target, At can be assumed to be at
least approximately known assuming that we know what type
of target we are looking for. However, the area covered by an
individual pixel on the ground will be a function of the vehicle
parameters at the time that the picture was taken. Specifically,
based on the projective model of the camera, the altitude and
aspect of the camera.

The area on the ground plane that is covered by an individ-
ual pixel (u, v) will define a convex quadrilateral with vertices
at {h(u, v), h(u+1, v), h(u, v+1), h(u+1, v+1)} � {A, B, C, D}
where h is the mapping from the pixel frame to the ground
plane in global coordinates (10). The general formula for
calculating the area of a convex quadrilateral can be used to
calculate the area on the ground plane that is covered by an
individual pixel

Ap =
1

4

√
4p2q2 − (a2 + c2 − b2 − d2)2 (14)

where a = ||A−B||, b = ||B−C||, c = ||C−D||, d = ||D−A||,
p = ||A − C||, q = ||B − D|| as shown in Fig. 4.

In the actual implementation, it is reasonable to specify a
minimum blob size required for blob detection, denoted by
nmin. So, the actual PoD is given by

p(T i
t |Zt) =

{
1 − (pfalse)n if n > nmin

0 else.
(15)

IV. Heading Reference Generation

The core of the approach for coverage is the generation of
heading reference values by evaluating an objective function
that operates over the actual coverage map that is being
maintained. Possible headings are evaluated based on how
much closer they bring us to the complete coverage objective
in both the short term (information gain) and the long term
(branch entropy).

A. System Structure

The overall system structure is shown in Fig. 6. Vehicle state
data (position, orientation, and linear and angular velocities)
is sent through a wireless link to the ground control station
(GCS). Control decisions are made on the GCS and uploaded
as heading reference values back to the UAV where they are
tracked by the inner loop control onboard.

The GCS is running the mission-oriented operating suite
(MOOS) middleware [44] as shown in Fig. 7, and uses
the interval programming (IvP) [45] multiobjective piecewise
optimization framework to reconcile behaviors at runtime.
Each block in Fig. 7 represents a separate MOOS application

Fig. 5. Flowchart for fully autonomous coverage mission.

with the exception of the camera model block which is linked
to each of the others.

Every MOOS community must have a MOOSDB, which
handles the marshalling of all data as a central database.
The GCS/MOOS interface connects to the UAV through a
wireless UDP link and can receive state data and send the
desired headings that are reconciled by the IvP optimization
directly back to the UAV. The image processing application
is built using OpenCV [46] to perform the frame capturing,
recording, and automatic target recognition. The state data
and camera model are used to geo-reference the targets that
are automatically detected. The coverage model is responsible
for maintaining the coverage map (see Section III). The
camera optimizer optimizes the roll and pitch angles of the
camera gimbal to maximize information gain as described
in Section V. The IvPHelm is responsible for perform-
ing the multiobjective IvP optimization where the behavior
bhv Information Gain is described in Section IV-B and the
behavior bhv Branch Entropy is described in Section IV-C.

A flow chart representing mission progression is shown in
Fig. 5. The UAV takes off automatically and ascends to its
desired altitude, zd , and speed, vd using a spiral ascent pattern.
Once at the desired altitude and speed, the area is covered by
optimizing the desired heading over the utility function R.
If the UAV flies out of the boundary, it is returned to the
workspace by choosing the desired heading ψd to point to the
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Fig. 6. Block diagram showing system structure for hardware-in-the-loop simulation and real hardware operation.

Fig. 7. MOOS community running on the ground control station.

closest point on the environment boundary. Once the coverage
objective is complete, the UAV autonomously lands.

When the vehicle is inside the workspace, headings are
generated by optimizing the following weighted multiobjective
function:

ψd = argmaxψ{R(ψ)} = wBB(ψ) + wGG(ψ) (16)

where R is the total utility shown in Fig. 5, B is the information
gain, G is the branch entropy, and wB and wG are the
respective weights. In general, the function B(ψ) prioritizes
headings that will result in the most information gain and the
function G(ψ) prioritizes over headings that will direct the
vehicle toward unfinished areas of the workspace.

B. Information Gain Objective Function

The Shannon entropy of a continuous RV X, with proba-
bility density p(x), is defined as

H(X) = −E{log p(x)}
= −

∫
p(x) log p(x)dx (17)

and represents a measure of the compactness of a distribution
[47].

Considering two RVs X and Z, then the conditional entropy
of X given Z is defined as

H(X|Z) = −E{log p(x|z)} = −
∫

p(x|z) log p(x|z)dx. (18)

Now we can define the mutual information, or entropy reduc-
tion as

�H(X|Z) = H(X) − H(X|Z). (19)

The mutual information defines a scalar quantity that repre-
sents the amount of information about X contained in Z, or
how much the entropy of X will be reduced by the information
provided by Z. Typically, X would represent some state vector,
and Z would represent some sensor measurement. A priori,
we do not have direct access to the measurement because
it has not been made yet, therefore we cannot evaluate the
mutual information directly. As a result, it is useful to define
the expected entropy reduction (EER), which represents the
expected reduction in entropy that will come about by making
measurement Z

EZ[�H(X|Z)] = H(X) − EZ[H(X|Z)]. (20)

The essential aspect of this definition is that it specifies a
way of combining sensor measurements additively. Consider
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some control action Ut at time t that results in a set of K in-
dependent measurements {Z1, Z2, ..., ZK}. The total expected
information gain of Ut can be expressed as

B(Ut) =
K∑

k=1

EZk
[�H(X|Zk)]. (21)

Recall from (2) that the coverage objective has been formu-
lated in terms of maximizing p(T i

t ) over the entire workspace.
The entropy of T i

t is

H(T i
t ) = −p(T i

t ) log(p(T i
t ))− (1−p(T i

t )) log(1−p(T i
t )). (22)

If we take the limit as p(T i
t ) tends to one in (22)

lim
p(T i

t )→1
H(T i

t ) = 0. (23)

This implies that maximizing the PoD at location ci is
equivalent to minimizing the entropy H(T i

t ). As a result, the
information gain objective function is formulated in terms of
gaining information (reducing entropy) about T i

t , i = 1..N.
To define the information gain objective function, infor-

mation gained must be formulated as a function of potential
headings ψ. This is achieved by defining a path starting at the
UAV’s current location, (x, y), and traveling a fixed distance,
r, at every potential heading ψ. The measurements that will be
made can be predicted and then (21) can be used to evaluate
the expected information gained from traveling along the
prospective path. Let the path to be evaluated be represented
by C and parameterized by s. The path begins at the UAV’s
current location, (x, y) and moves a distance r at heading ψ

C : [0, 1] → Cfree, s → C(s)

C(0) = (x, y, ψ)

C(1) = (x + r cos(ψ), y + r sin(ψ), ψ)

C(s) = (x +
r

s
cos(ψ), y +

r

s
sin(ψ), ψ). (24)

Let the proposed action, Ut from (21) be defined by following
the proposed track. Since r, x, and y are assumed constant,
the information gain resulting from following the track can
be defined as a function of the heading, ψ. It is noted that
some tracks will not be able to be followed in reality due to
dynamic constraints of the aircraft; however, this formulation
defines an expected benefit of choosing the given reference
heading. These desired headings are used as a reference input
to an inner loop controller that generates actuator values.

Assume that following the track will result in a series of
K pictures Z = {Z1, Z2, ..., ZK}. Then, (20) can be used to
compute the expected entropy at location ci in the workspace
as a result of any individual measurement Zk, k = 1..K

EZk
[�H(T i

t |Zk)] =
∫

p(Zk)[−p(T i
t |Zk) log p(T i

t |Zk)

− (1 − p(T i
t |Zk)) log (1 − p(T i

t |Zk))] (25)

where p(T i
t |Zk) is the PoD of a target at location ci after

measurement Zk. Combining subsequent images of the same
location amounts to a sensor fusion problem. In this case, these
subsequent looks [34] are considered statistically dependent
and can be combined by taking the maximum PoD of any of

the looks. PoD values are initialized to 0.5 at time zero which
corresponds with maximum entropy. The values of p(T i

t |Zk)
are generated by the target detection model as described in
Section III-C.

The EER at location ci caused by measurement Zk follows
from (20) as:

EZk
[�H(T i

t |Zk)] = H(T i
t ) − EZk

[(T i
t |Zk)]. (26)

To determine the expected information gain resulting from
performing a single measurement, Zk, we can sum over all
points in the workspace that are in the sensor swath

EZk
[�H(T 1:N

t |Zk)] =
∑

i s.t. ci∈Zk

EZk
[�H(T i

t |Zk)]. (27)

Finally, the total expected information gain brought about
by moving along the path C can be found by summing the
expected information gain from each of the measurements

B(ψ) =
K∑

k=1

EZk
[�H(T 1:N

t |Zk)]. (28)

C. Branch Entropy Behavior

The information gain method has been shown to be effective
for solving the path planning problem when a priori knowl-
edge of the environment, obstacles, and targets is available
[41]. However, it is common that this information will not
be available, or will not be completely accurate. In the
sensor-driven approach, the information gain B is useful for
evaluating the benefits of each of the potential next moves, but
when complete coverage is the goal, this approach reduces to
a greedy-first search (GFS).

It is necessary to include a parameter in the objective
function that helps the UAV achieve its global goal, this is
referred to as the branch entropy (BE) and was originally
proposed in [4].

The workspace is decomposed into a hexagon cell tiling.
Each cell in the decomposition has at most six neighbors, k =
0..5 where by convention the neighbor above is number zero
incrementing in a clockwise fashion as shown on the hexagon
on the right of Fig. 8. The average entropy of the coverage
map RVs that fall in each hexagon is used to determine which
general areas of the environment are not covered. A formula is
derived whereby each neighbor of the cell currently occupied
by the UAV is given a value representing the benefit of heading
toward that particular cell. The value is determined by how
much entropy there is down that branch of the directed acyclic
graph (DAG), with priority given to high entropy areas that
are nearby. The result is that, by applying a formula on the
decomposition and without performing an exhaustive search,
the UAV can determine what areas of the map are left to be
explored. Fig. 8 shows a workspace in purple, which is covered
by a hexagon tiling. The resulting DAG for the UAV at the
position indicated on the figure is shown by the arrows. The
hexagon tiling is only computed once and the DAG is updated
whenever the UAV moves from one hexagon to another.

There will be a value of BE for each neighbor of the current
cell Cp as each neighbor has its own branch in the DAG. In
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Fig. 8. Workspace shown in purple with hexagon tiling. The DAG generated
when the UAV is at the location shown is given by the blue arrows. The
hexagon on the right hand side shows the convention for numbering the
children or branches of a cell. As an example the cells that are in the branch 0
are outlined in green.

order for the BE to provide the benefits desired, cells that are
at higher levels in the graph must be given more weight. For
each neighbor, k = 0..5, of Cp, the BE, gk, for a DAG with a
total of L levels is given by (29). mlk is the number of nodes
in level l of branch k

gk =

L∑
l=2

(L − l + 1)

mlk∑
i=1

Ĥi

mlk

L−1∑
l=1

l

. (29)

Fig. 9 shows a small example of the transformation from
hexagon cells to DAG. The cell labeled Cp is the cell that the
UAV is currently in, and the values in all of the other cells
represent their average entropies of the coverage map variables
that lie in each cell.

The corresponding BE for each of the three neighbors are
calculated as

g4 = 1/3((2)(0.6) + (1)(0.1)) = 0.433

g3 = 1/3((2)(0.5) + (1)(0.1)) = 0.367

g2 = 1/3((2)(0.2) + (1)(1/2)(0.95 + 0.90)) = 0.442. (30)

In this case g2 is the highest. This algorithm was originally
proposed for AUV seabed coverage in [4].

V. Camera Aspect Optimization

In the formulation of the information gain behavior, the
optimization takes place over the outer loop reference heading
and avoids solving the inverse dynamics model of the vehicle
to find the information that will be gained by executing specific
control actions. This approach has benefits and shortcomings.

Fig. 9. Transformation from cell to DAG (numbers in cells/nodes represent
average cell entropy).

A main benefit is that the typical search horizon problem
and rapidly growing search space can be avoided by encap-
sulating many control actions into one outer loop reference
optimization. However, the result is that the trajectory itself
is not solved for explicitly and therefore specific locations
in the workspace cannot be guaranteed to be covered, only
approached. Rigidly connecting the camera to the airframe
severely couples the sensor coverage to the vehicle dynam-
ics, which produces additional challenges for planning. To
compensate, gimbal systems whereby the relative angle of the
onboard camera to the airframe can be controlled are common
even for small UAVs [22]. Here we propose to optimize the
gimbal angles to compensate for the discrepancy between the
desired path and the actual path.

A similar approach to what was presented in Section IV-B
can be used to optimize these gimbal angles.

In this case a straight track is defined from the current UAV
position in the direction of the current UAV heading and the
expected information gain is evaluated over the doman of all
gimbal angles. Define the camera gimbal roll and pitch as φg

and θg respectively. Once again assuming that following the
track will result in K pictures from the camera: Zk, k = 1..K

then (25)–(28) can be used to define optimal desired gimbal
roll and pitch, φd

g, θ
d
g respectively, based on the expected

information gain

φd
g, θ

d
g = arg max

φg,θg

B(φg, θg) = arg max
φg,θg

K∑
k=1

Ī(W |Zk). (31)

Note that the frequency of this loop should be much higher
since the response of the camera gimbal servo motors will be
orders of magnitude faster than the response of the dynamics
of the aircraft. As a result note that the simulated track length
for this inner loop optimization should be much shorter. The
domain of the optimization should be consistent with the
physical constraints of the gimbal, and the resolution of the
search domain should be chosen so that the full optimization
can be evaluated in a time period consistent with the desired
control frequency.

VI. Experimental Setup

The aircraft used was developed in house by the authors
and is briefly describe below. In addition to the airframe a set
of sensors and a nested loop control system were added to
allow fully autonomous operation.
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A. Hardware

The following hardware was used and comprises a combi-
nation of off-the-shelf and custom built components.

1) Airframe: The airframe selected is a powered glider
with a 2.4 meter wing span, as shown in Fig. 1. This airframe
is powered using a brushless DC motor with lithium polymer
batteries and is stable and efficient.

2) Actuators: The UAV has four primary actuators that
can be used to control motion. The forward speed of the
plane is controlled by the propeller, the roll movement by the
deflection of the ailerons, the pitch movement by the deflection
of the elevator, and the yaw movement by the deflection of the
rudder.

3) Sensors: For the aircraft to operate autonomously
a minimum knowledge of attitude, position, airspeed, and
system health is required. For the UAV to perform automatic
target detection a payload sensor is also required.

Attitude: A CHRobotics inertial measurement unit (IMU)
was used that includes three solid state Micro-Electro-
Mechanical Systems (MEMS) accelerometers, three MEMS
gyroscopes and three magnetometers. This device is used to
track the orientation of the vehicle as well as accelerations.
Vehicle heading and angular rotation are estimated from the
fusion of the data from these sensors.

Position: A U-Blox GPS to triangulate the receiver’s posi-
tion based on precisely synchronized signals from the 24 GPS
satellites.

Altitude: The altimeter on board the aircraft is a barometric
pressure sensor that is sensitive enough to measure the change
in absolute pressure from the atmosphere. This sensor is
sensitive to climate change; however, it can be fused with
GPS altitude estimations.

Airspeed: A Freescale sensor is used to measure the
stagnation pressure of the free stream air entering a pitot tube
installed under the vehicle’s wing. This measurement is critical
when operating in the presence of wind since the generation
of lift is dependent on the air speed rather than the ground
speed.

Health: To operate the vehicle safely, critical information
such as power consumption is monitored with voltage and
current sensors.

Payload: A daylight camera is installed. The raw imagery
is transmitted to the GCS for processing.

4) Wireless Communications and Telemetry: There is cur-
rently no frequency band allocated to civilian UAV operations.
Therefore it is practical to limit ourselves to the commonly
available components on unregulated bands. The bands of
interest are primarily 2.4 GHz, 900 MHz, and 72 MHz.

The standard for radio controlled models is 72MHz. The
live video streams are assigned to the 900MHz channels. The
standard wireless module for robotics applications is the WiFi
router available on 2.4 GHz.

B. Controller

The autopilot uses nested PID controllers to pilot the UAV
as shown in Fig. 10. An outer loop controller is designed to
track the heading reference values. The inner loop control is

Fig. 10. Nested control system structure.

for attitude stabilization which controls the pitch and roll of
the airframe through angular rate and Euler angle feedback.

Each PID controller Dj(s), j = 1..6 in Fig. 10 takes the
following standard form in the s domain:

Dj(s) = k
p
j +

ki
j

s
+ kd

j s, j = 1..6 (32)

where k
p
j ,ki

j and kd
j are the proportional, integral and derivative

gains respectively. The aircraft’s equations of motion are
linearized about flight conditions and the controller gains are
chosen to achieve desired tracking performance in terms of
rise time and overshoot.

C. Firmware

The onboard computer consists of three components: the
Overo Fire Gumstix [48] running Ubuntu 10.04LTS, its car-
rier board called Toby, and an extension I/O board with an
Atmega 128 microprocessor board called Robostix. Custom
firmware was developed for the Robostix. The firmware is
used to control the DC motor, the servo motors, to read the
GPS, pressure sensors, voltage sensor, and current sensor. In
addition, the firmware has a manual override to allow the UAV
to be remotely piloted in the event of a malfunction. Data and
command signals are sent between the Gumstix and Robostix
through I2C and the Gumstix uses a wireless 802.11b card for
communication to the GCS.

VII. Results

The proposed method was tested on the bench using a
hardware-in-the-loop (HWIL) setup as well as on the real
airframe.

A. Simulation

The HWIL simulator was used to test the proposed methods
before field trials during a number of different operating
conditions. A sample output path is shown in Fig. 11 where
the mission was considered complete when an average PoD of
0.995 was obtained. A lawn mower plan was also generated to
cover the same workspace and is shown in Fig. 12. The actual
UAV path is shown in white and preplanned tracks are shown
in red. The UAV does not exactly follow the tracks resulting in
some areas being missed as can be seen in the area coverage
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Fig. 11. Path taken to cover workspace using HWIL simulation for proposed
sensor-driven approach.

Fig. 12. Path taken to cover workspace using preplanned lawn mower path
in HWIL simulation.

Fig. 13. Area coverage over the workspace for lawn mower (left) and
proposed sensor-driven approach (right). More red indicates higher PoD.

plots shown in Fig. 13. The final average PoD for the lawn
mower mission was 0.945. In both cases there was a constant
wind of 3 m/s applied from the south.

In Fig. 14, the average PoD and entropy, desired heading,
camera and UAV roll, and UAV altitude are plotted over the
course of the mission shown in Fig. 16. It was determined
during experimentation that for the fixed-wing UAV it is only
necessary to optimize the gimbal angle in the roll direction and
that gimbal optimization in the pitch direction did not provide
any substantial benefits. Specifically regarding Fig. 14(c), it
is noted that in most cases the camera optimization algo-
rithm preferentially stabilizes the camera to face downward,
however, in cases when the UAV is flying over previously
covered areas, the camera angle is chosen to cover new areas

Fig. 14. Data over the course of the HWIL simulated mission shown in
Fig. 11. (a) Average PoD (blue) and average entropy (red) are shown to
converge to 1 and 0 respectively. (b) Desired heading output from the
multiobjective optimization. (c) UAV roll (red) and the camera gimbal angle
in the roll direction (blue). (d) UAV altitude.

Fig. 15. Information gain, branch entropy, and collective IvP functions at
the timestep in Fig. 11 indicated by a light blue dot.

if possible. For example, consider the case at approximately
l50 s where the vehicle flies very close to an already traversed
path. In this case, the camera gimbal angle is moved all the
way to its negative threshold value (π/4) such that the camera
may view some new terrain.

In Fig. 15, the information gain, branch entropy, and col-
lective IvP functions are shown at the timestep in Fig. 11
indicated by the blue dot (t=130s). The weighting for the
information gain behavior is 0.8 and the weighting for the
branch entropy behavior is 1. The information gain behavior
has two peaks, one at about 260o and one at about 110o

indicating the directions that will result in the maximum
expected reduction of entropy in the short term. The branch
entropy behavior also has two peaks, but the bigger peak
is at 60o because the entire north-east corner of the map is
uncovered at this point. However, the second smaller peak
nearly coincides with the information gain peak so the heading
that trades off the short term and long term benefits is chosen,
in this case 252o, as can also be verified from Fig. 14(b).
Notice in Fig. 11 that the UAV makes a sharp turn toward the
west directly after the point indicated.
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Fig. 16. Path taken by fixed-wing UAV performing coverage.

Fig. 17. Convergence of the average PoD and average entropy over the
course of the mission.

B. Real World Experiments

We have field tested our vehicle a number of times in
Lincoln, New Brunswick. The UAV was able to cover an area
of approximately 300 m by 200 m in the limited operating area
specified by our Special Flight Operations Certificate (SFOC).
The UAV was able to cover the area to an average PoD of
99.8% based on the actual vehicle trajectory and the projective
camera model as shown in Fig. 16. In this case the mission
lasted 290s (first ≈ 50s is spent on ground) and has a total path
length of 2535m. In Fig. 17, the average PoD is shown to con-
verge to 1 and the average entropy is shown to converge to 0.

It should be explicitly stated that this sensor-driven approach
makes no claim on optimality compared with classical offline
planning methods. Referring to the results it can be seen that
the paths cannot be considered to be optimal since there is
sensor overlap. However, the major benefit of this is increased
autonomy and robustness.

VIII. Discussion

In this section we make a qualitative comparison of our
method with a standard lawn mower type approach [17]
simulated in Fig. 12.

1) Coverage overlap: It is acknowledged that the proposed
method does yield some overlap in coverage when paths
crossed. However, preplanning a lawn mower pattern to
achieve coverage notwithstanding disturbances requires
placing tracks conservatively close together, which will
also result in high overlap.

2) Online versus offline: Planning in the proposed method
is entirely online.

3) Convergence guarantee: The proposed method is guar-
anteed to converge to complete coverage due to the
branch entropy behavior which can find areas left to be

covered. A lawn mower path can guarantee coverage at
the planning stage but not necessarily in the field.

4) Computational requirements: Relatively high but low
enough to run at 4 Hz on the GCS. Lawn mower paths
are planned offline and therefore require no computation
once mission is underway.

In the absence of any independent control (either stabiliza-
tion or optimization) of the camera gimbal angles, performance
of the algorithm proposed here would likely degrade. In that
case, an alternative approach that explicitly incorporates ve-
hicle dynamics or searches over vehicle configurations would
be preferable. Possible examples could include an approach
similar to [21] but adapted to the Chinese postman problem.
However, solving these kino-dynamic planning problems op-
timally results in a search space that grows exponentially with
the horizon length [49].

IX. Conclusion

We have presented a sensor-driven approach to UAV area
coverage planning. Information theory has been used to pro-
vide a planner that is capable of efficiently planning paths
online to achieve coverage. The outer loop heading reference
is generated by trading off greedy objectives, quantified with
information gain, and global objectives, quantified through
branch entropy. In addition, the angles of the camera gimbal
are optimized in real-time to maximize the rate of coverage.

Realistic simulations, done with a hardware-in-the-loop
simulator, and actual field trials have demonstrated the effec-
tiveness of the approach.

In summary, we have implemented and demonstrated a fully
autonomous fixed-wing UAV system capable of performing
area coverage missions. The essential benefit of the approach
is that sensor data is used during flight to model the coverage
and make control decisions making the system much more
robust to disturbances.
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